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Abstract

We experimentally investigate the effect of cheap talk in a bargaining game with one-sided asymmetric information. A seller has private information about her skill and is provided an opportunity to communicate this information to a buyer through a written message. Four different treatments are compared: one without communication, one with free-form communication, and two treatments with pre-specified communication in the form of promises of varying strength. Our results suggest that individuals have an aversion towards lying about private information and that the aversion to lying increases with the size of the lie and the strength of the promise. Freely formulated messages lead to the fewest lies and the most efficient outcomes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we examine a number of issues concerning the credibility of communication. More specifically, we are interested in the role of promises and lies. According to Immanuel Kant (1785), lying is always wrong since we cannot justify the permissibility of lying as a universal law. This view is in stark contrast to the conventional assumption in economic theory that lying is permitted, costless, and often the rational choice. As lying is costless, people will behave opportunistically and lie at will. Since everybody is aware of this, nobody has any reason to believe what is conveyed in communication. Communication is consequently referred to as “cheap talk” (Crawford and Sobel 1982).

Introspection and casual observations suggest that neither of these extreme positions is a true description of human behavior. Experimental evidence firmly rejects that communication is just cheap talk (see the overviews of experimental results in Ledyard 1995; Crawford 1998; and Camerer 2003). In a meta-analysis of prisoners’ dilemma experiments, Sally (1995) found that communication has a strong positive effect on cooperation and that communication was the single most effective factor in increasing cooperation. He furthermore found that elicited promises had a strong additional effect on cooperation over and above the effect of communication per se. An effect of communication has also been found in different bargaining games. For example Radner and Schotter (1989) and Valley et al. (2002) found that non-binding pre-play communication increases trade in a double auction.

The fact that non-binding communication does matter must spring from the fact that it is credible to a certain extent. This, in turn, suggests that there exists a psychological cost of misrepresenting the truth as argued by several authors (e.g. Frank 1987, 1988; Hirshleifer
1987; Ostrom et al. 1992; Klein and O’Flaherty 1993; Braver 1995; Kerr 1995). If the aversion to lying is sufficiently strong, defection will no longer be optimal in a prisoners’ dilemma for an individual who has communicated that she will cooperate. However, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions about the aversion to lying from the experimental literature on social dilemmas. Other factors than an aversion to lying may also explain why communication increases cooperation in social dilemmas. With social preferences cooperation may be an equilibrium, and communication may help to coordinate on this equilibrium (Sen 1967). The communication in itself may also affect social preferences, such as the degree of empathy towards the other player.

Gneezy (2005) recently carried out a more direct test of the aversion to lying. He studied a simple sender-receiver game where lies increase the payoffs to the liar and decrease the payoff to the other party. He found that lying is psychologically costly (i.e. not everybody lied) and that people’s inclination to lie increases the more they stand to gain from the lie and decreases the more others lose from it.

In this experimental study we provide further evidence on the aversion to lying along two dimensions not studied by Gneezy (2005). We test whether the aversion to lying depends on the size of the lie (i.e. that the aversion to lying is stronger the further you deviate from the truth) and if the aversion to lying depends on the degree of the lie (i.e. the strength of the promise). Previous work suggests that promises increases the credibility of communication (Sally 1995; Ellingsen and Johannesson 2004; Charness and Dufwenberg 2006).

---

1 See also the more recent contributions on the impact of communication channels in standard public goods games by, for instance, Brosig et al. (2003); Bochet et al. (2006), and Bochet and Putterman (2007).

2 The idea that communication can create commitment is related to the broader literature in psychology that emphasizes people’s desire for consistency; see, for example, Heider (1946), Newcomb (1953), Festinger (1957) and Cialdini (1993).
In the experiment a seller has private information about her talent and can send a written message to the buyer. After receiving the message, the buyer decides whether or not to offer the seller a fixed-payment contract. If a contract is signed, the buyer makes a profit if the seller’s talent is above a certain threshold and a loss otherwise. Sellers with a talent below the threshold have an incentive to lie about their talent to ensure a contract. Four different treatments are compared: one without communication, one with free-form communication, and two treatments with pre-specified communication in the form of promises of varying strength. Consistent with Gneezy (2005) we find that individuals have an aversion to lying. Our results also suggest that the aversion to lying increases with the size of the lie and the strength of the promise. Furthermore, free-form communication leads to the fewest lies and the most efficient outcomes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Gneezy (2005) tested if the propensity to lie depends on the potential gain of the liar and the potential loss of the other party. In our set-up we hold constant for the monetary consequence of lying and focus on two different dimensions of the aversion to lying: the size of the lie and the strength of the promise that goes with it.

2.1 Subjects and procedure

Four experimental treatments were carried out. In the first treatment (NC) no communication was allowed. This treatment was included as a control group to measure the efficiency effects of communication. In two treatments (P1 and P2) the seller could send a pre-specified message to the buyer. The degree of promise was varied between these two
treatments (see below). In the final treatment (FC) the seller could send a freely formulated message to the buyer.

In all treatments, an equal number of subjects were placed in two adjacent rooms, without the possibility to communicate visually or verbally with the other room, and asked to take a place at a computer. The rooms were labeled 3 and 4. The experiment was completely computerized. In Figure 1 we depict the timeline in the experiment. The experimental instructions are provided in the Appendix.

All subjects first performed a test consisting of 55 questions of mixed general knowledge, word power and logical reasoning character. The results of the subjects in each room were ranked separately, and the subjects were given a score between 1 and 100 based on this rank. The score followed a uniform distribution where subjects in the lowest tenth percentile were given a random score between 1 and 10, the second lowest tenth percentile a random score between 11 and 20, and so on up to a hundred. A larger number of correct answers always gave a higher score. The distribution was communicated to the subjects on their screens. The participants were then informed that they were to decide whether or not to enter into a contract with an anonymous participant in the other room, whose identity they would never know, and presented with the payment structure in Figure 2. In order to be sure that subjects understood the payment structure, they could not move on to the negotiations before correctly answering a number of control questions.

In the no communication treatment, subjects simply checked either a box reading “enter into contract” or a box reading “do not enter into contract”. In the first treatment with pre-specified messages (P1), the subjects in room 3 (the sellers) were given the option either to

---

3 These are the actual names of the computer labs. We thought it would be confusing to rename the rooms 1 and 2.
4 The program, entitled XGame, was created especially for this experiment.
send a message to their counterpart in room 4, claiming that “my score is X”, or not to send a message, in which case the subject in room 4 received the message “A has chosen not to send a message”. In the second treatment with pre-specified messages (P2), the available message read “I solemnly promise that my score is X”. In the free-form communication the seller could send a written message (or refrain from sending any message). The only restriction on the message was that they not reveal anything that could jeopardize anonymity. After the message was sent and read, subjects chose whether to enter into contract or not as in the no communication treatment.

To increase the number of observations collected in the experiment, the roles were then reversed, but with new randomly assigned partners, the subjects in room 3 now acting as buyers rather than sellers. The procedures above were then repeated in the same way as for the first round. The participants were not informed of the results from the first round until the entire session was completed.

After the second round was completed, the subjects answered a number of follow-up questions including questions about beliefs about the propensity of liars. In the belief questions subjects were asked to guess how many percent of those with a score below the cut-off they thought lied about their score and how many percent of those with a score above the cut-off they thought lied about their score. If subjects guessed these fractions correctly, within five percentage units, they were paid an additional SEK 50. The follow-up questions also included a number of questions concerning the cost of lying to shed further light on our hypotheses. After the follow-up questions subjects were paid and allowed to leave. The payment to the subjects in room 3 was placed into sealed envelopes by the instructor in room 4 and vice versa to ensure anonymity towards the experimenters.

---

5 The test was devised by us.
We carried out seven sessions of the experiment within a week in January and February 2005: one session of the control group and two sessions each of the three communication treatments. Each session consisted of 40 subjects (20 in each room), with the exception of one treatment with free-form communication with 38 subjects (as some subjects failed to show up). Thus, in total 278 subjects participated in the experiment, and they were given a show up payment of 50 Swedish kronor (about $7 at the time of the experiment). The subjects were recruited from The Stockholm School of Economics, Stockholm University, and The Royal Institute of Technology.8 Students from the Stockholm School of Economics were undergraduates in business and economics, and the other subjects were undergraduates from various departments such as economics, philosophy, law, political science, and so on. The gender distribution and the subject affiliation of the subjects are shown in Table 1. Slightly more than 50% of the subjects were men, and the subjects were about evenly divided between the Stockholm School of Economics and other affiliations.

2.2 Design considerations

We chose to let the participants’ score depend on their performance in a test rather than just letting them receive a score randomly. We wanted the subjects to feel that they had “earned” their score to add realism to the situation. Had the test not been included and the scores had been distributed at random, we believe subjects would have been more detached and more likely to lie. Konow (2000) has shown that when exogenous factors (i.e. factors that

---

6 They were also asked to guess what everybody else answered to these two questions, but these responses were almost perfectly correlated with their own beliefs.
7 With 20 subjects in each room the fraction of buyers above the cut-off of 70 will be exactly 30%. In the session with 19 subjects in each room the probability for a buyer to be matched with a seller above the cutoff was slightly different from 30%. It was 32 % in turn 1 and 26 % in turn 2.
8 They were recruited via e-mail, posters and presentations in connection to classes.
are beyond the individual’s influence, in this case chance) affect the allocation of income, this is perceived as unjust. A seemingly unfair proceeding when distributing the scores might prejudice the participants towards behaving deceitfully.

Several experiments show that varying the degree of anonymity significantly changes outcomes (see e.g. Hoffman et al. 1996, and Charness and Gneezy 2003). In order to avoid the possibility of soliciting responses that are motivated by social proximity or reputational concerns, we made the procedure anonymous towards both other subjects and the experimenters. The fact that computerized communication was used should further increase anonymity in that subjects are unable to infer anything from handwriting.

We wanted to have a cut-off for the test score (the score for which a contract is beneficial for both sellers and buyers) such that the expected payoff from a contract is negative for the buyer (as this would give some scope for communication to improve the outcome). This implies a cut-off of over 50. As we are primarily interested in deceptive lies we also wanted to ensure that a large fraction of subjects have a pecuniary argument to lie. We therefore set the cut-off at 70; where 70% of subjects were below the cut-off.

2.3 Hypotheses and tests

Following the classification of lies by Gneezy (2005) we distinguish between two types of lies in our data. A lie by a seller with a score below the cut-off is defined as a deceptive lie. This is because the consequence of a lie that results in a contract is to increase the payoff of the liar and decrease the payoff of the receiver.⁹ A lie by a seller with a score above the cut-off is

---

⁹ Note that only a claim by a low talent seller to have a score above 70 is likely to increase the probability of a contract. Almost all low talent sellers who lie also claim to have a score above 70. However, five low talent sellers who lie send a score below the cut-off. As noted in the results section it is not important for our results and conclusions if these lies are defined as deceptive lies or not.
defined as a white lie because the consequence of a lie that results in a contract is to increase the payoff of both players.

Our first hypothesis to be tested is that the aversion to lying depends on the degree of lying (i.e. the degree of promise that goes with the lie). The hypothesis implies that a stronger promise increases the aversion to lying and therefore decreases the likelihood of lying. This is tested by comparing the fraction of lying between treatment P2 and P1, with the hypothesis that the fraction of lying is lower in the treatment with stronger promises (P2). The fraction of lying is also compared between free form communication (FC) and the two treatments with fixed communication (P1 and P2), but here we do not have an a priori hypothesis concerning the direction of the effect. To compare the fraction of liars between treatments we use a Pearson contingency table chi-square test (D’Agostino et al. 1988). Related to this first hypothesis we also test if the beliefs about lies differ significantly between the three communication treatments. We refer to this hypothesis as hypothesis 1b. We use bootstrap techniques to compare mean beliefs, as this variable was not normally distributed.\textsuperscript{10,11}

Our second hypothesis is that the aversion to lying depends on the size of the lie (i.e. on how much the lie deviates from the truth). This hypothesis implies that sellers who are below the cut-off should be less likely to lie the further below the cutoff they are. To test if the size of the lie affects the propensity to lie, we use logistic regression analysis, with lying (yes/no) as a function of the test score, controlling for the experimental treatment. We also control for the turn (whether the subject is the buyer in the first or the second turn) and gender and subject

\textsuperscript{10} According to a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test the null assumption of normality can be rejected at the 5% level for both the beliefs about deceptive lies and the beliefs about white lies in all four treatments. The only exception is the beliefs about deceptive lies in the free-form communication treatment (p=0.129).

\textsuperscript{11} Bootstrap techniques make it possible to conduct statistical testing without imposing normality (i.e. by inferring the underlying distribution from which the data has emerged). For an introduction to bootstrap methods, see, for example, Efron and Tibshirani (1993). Ellingsen and Johannesson (2004) discuss the choice of test statistics in more detail.
affiliation (Stockholm School of Economics versus other affiliations). Gender and student affiliation have been shown to be important variables in other experiments.

If individuals have an aversion to lying, the value of communication will increase as sellers below the cut-off are less likely to lie and claim that they have a score above the cut-off. Knowing this, the buyer will be more inclined to offer a contract. We therefore also test the hypothesis that communication increases efficiency. This third hypothesis is tested by comparing the efficiency between the communication treatments and the no communication treatment. If a stronger promise increases the aversion to lying, it also follows that strong promises increases efficiency more than weak promises. This fourth hypothesis is tested by comparing the efficiency between treatment P2 and treatment P1. Efficiency is also compared between the free form communication (FC) and the two treatments with fixed communication (P1 and P2), but here we do not have an a priori hypothesis concerning the direction of the effect. Efficiency is analyzed on a pairwise data level. The fraction of contracts (pairs in which a contract is agreed upon) and the fraction of successful contracts (pairs in which a contract is agreed upon and the test score of the seller is over 70) is compared between treatments with a Pearson contingency table chi-square test. The mean payoff to the pair is compared between treatments using bootstrap techniques, as this variable was not normally distributed. The significance levels for all bootstrap tests have been obtained by generating 2,099 bootstrap replications (Davidson and MacKinnon 2000). All reported p-values are two-sided.

3. RESULTS

12 The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejects the normality assumption in all four treatments (p<0.001 in all treatments).
The results section is divided into a section that looks at lying (individual level data) and a section that reports the results about efficiency (pairwise-data). The section about lying is furthermore subdivided into a section about the behavioral results and a section about the beliefs and the questionnaire data. We refer to sellers with a score on the test below the cut-off as “low-talent” and sellers with a score on the test above the cut-off as “high-talent”.

3.1 Lies and deception

3.1.1 Experimental results

In Figure 3 we show a scatterplot of all the observations. The observations on the 45-degree line in the scatterplot in Figure 3 are senders who state their true value; above the line are senders who lie and state a higher value than what is true. Many low-talent sellers choose to lie and state a higher value than what is true, but many also refrain from sending a message; these are shown on the horizontal line. Looking more closely at the deceptive lies we can see that many liars state a value that is around 0-15 points over the cutoff. Some low-talent sellers who lie send a score below the cut-off (5 subjects). It is not obvious whether these lies should be classified as deceptive lies or not. However, in the analysis below these observations have been included as deceptive lies in order not to lose any observations and because the subjects are clearly lying. Excluding these five observations does not change the conclusions reported below.\(^\text{13}\)

\(^{13}\) Three of these subjects are in the strong promises treatment and two are in the weak promises treatment. Excluding these observations decreases the difference in the fraction of liars between free-form communication and pre-specified communication somewhat, but the difference is still significant at the 5% level. It also strengthens the association between the “points on test” variable and the probability of a deceptive lie in the logistic regressions in Table 3 somewhat (the p-value decreases to 0.076 in regression 3 in Table 3).
Only three high-talent sellers lied about their score, limiting the possibility to find a difference between the treatments in white lies. All these three liars stated a lower value than they had. It is unclear whether high-talent sellers have a pecuniary incentive to lie about their test score. To test this we ran a logistic regression analysis between the reported test score of sellers reporting a score over the cut-off and the probability that the buyer would offer a contract (including only those sellers who communicated a specific score). The coefficient for the test score was positive, but not significant (p=0.149 without a control for treatment and p=0.228 with controls for treatment). The point estimate therefore suggests a pecuniary argument for high-talent sellers to exaggerate their test score, but the effect is not significant and we cannot reject the null hypothesis of no relationship. The insignificant relationship may explain the low fraction of white lies. [insert Figure 3 about here]

In Table 2 we report the number of white and deceptive lies in the three communication treatments. First it should be noted that the fraction of white lies and deceptive lies significantly differ from 100% in all treatments, consistent with the idea that individuals have an aversion to lying. As there are only three white lies across all three communication treatments we cannot expect any significant differences here. However, for deceptive lies the fraction of lies varies substantially between the three communication treatments. The fraction of deceptive lies with free-form communication (40%) is significantly lower than with pre-specified weak promises (77%) or prespecified strong promises (64%). We had no prior hypothesis concerning the direction of this effect. However, the results suggest that the aversion to lying is more costly in free-form communication. To test the hypothesis that the

---

14 The marginal effect of the reported test score variable is 0.7 percentage units (evaluated at a reported test score of 71), based on the logistic regression equation without a control for treatment. Running a linear OLS regression yields a very similar marginal effect of 0.8 percentage units.
15 However, as expected the probability that the buyer will offer a contract increases greatly for a reported test score over the cut-off versus a reported test score below the cut-off. These probabilities are 15.8% (3/19) and 39.3% (57/145), respectively, pooling the data from all three communication treatments. The probability that the
aversion to lying increases with the strength of the promise, we compare the fraction of lies between the treatment with strong promises and the treatment with weak promises. The effect goes in the expected direction, but does not quite reach statistical significance (p=0.147).

[insert Table 2 about here]

Our second hypothesis to be tested is that the aversion to lying increases with the size of the lie. With the setting of our experiment, this implies that low-talent sellers should be more inclined to lie the higher their score (as a smaller lie is needed to communicate a score above the cut-off). Figure 4 gives some first tentative evidence. Figure 4 shows the fraction of liars in each decile of the test score distribution. It is difficult to see a clear-cut pattern in the Figure, but there is a tendency for the fraction of liars to increase when the test score gets closer and closer to the cut-off. [insert Figure 4 about here]

In the logistic regressions in Table 3 we evaluate this hypothesis more formally. In regression 1 in Table 3 we test if the points on the test for low-talent sellers affect the propensity to lie, controlling for the experimental treatment. The test score is significant at the 5% level, consistent with the hypothesis that the aversion to lying depends on the size of the lie. According to the marginal effect, the probability of lying increases with 0.4 percentage units for a unit increase in the test score. The dummy variables for the weak and strong promises treatments are also significant at the 5% level, consistent with the non-parametric test results. As before the difference between the two promises treatments is not significant (p=0.144). [insert Table 3 about here]

In the second regression we add a control for whether the low-talent subject was a seller in the first or the second turn. This has little effect on the other variables, but the turn variable itself is significant with a positive sign. This implies that the probability to lie is significantly buyer will offer a contract if the seller refrains from communicating is 12.82% (5/39), so it is not the case that
higher in the second turn. In the third regression we also add controls for gender and subject affiliation. This lowers the effect of the test score somewhat, but the variable is still significant at the 10% level. Women are less likely to lie than men, but the effect is not significant (p=0.161). Subjects from the Stockholm School of Economics (SSE) are more likely to lie than other subjects, and this effect is significant at the 10% level. To explore this effect further we added interactions between subject affiliation and all other variables. Only one of these interactions was significant at the 10% level; the effect of turn was significantly higher among SSE subjects. However, the five interactions were jointly significant at the 5% level according to a likelihood ratio test. In Table 3 we therefore also present separate regression equations for the two subject pools. Among SSE subjects the test score variable is not significant, and the turn variable is highly significant with a marginal effect of 30 percentage units. For other subjects the results are more encouraging. The test score variable is significant at the 5% level. In this sample the probability to lie is also significantly lower in the strong promises treatment than in the weak promises treatment, consistent with the first hypothesis. The turn variable has no significant effect in this sample. Overall the regression results support the hypothesis that the aversion to lying increases with the size of the lie. The effect is significant for the combined sample and is significant among non-SSE subjects.

In Figure 5 we show the predicted effect of the test score on the propensity to lie in the three communication treatments based on the third regression equation. For free-form communication the estimates predicts that the propensity to lie is almost twice as high for a low-talented sellers are better off not reporting their score at all.

---

16 The chi-square value of the likelihood ratio test was 11.537 (5 DF), and the critical value on the 5% level is 11.07.
17 We also tested interacting the turn variable with all the other variables. However, the four interactions were not jointly significant at the 10% level according to a likelihood ratio test for either the regression equation for SSE subjects or the regression equation for non-SSE subjects.
18 We also tested adding interactions between the test score variable and the experimental treatments, but these interactions were not significant at the 10% level in any of the regression equations in Table 3.
test score of 70 (the highest possible score below the cut-off) compared to a test score of 1 (the lowest possible score). [insert Figure 5 about here]

### 3.1.2 Beliefs and questionnaire data

To complement the behavioral results in the experiment we also collected data on beliefs and questionnaire data about attitudes to deception. The beliefs about deceptive lies and white lies are presented in Table 4. Subjects expected few white lies in all three communication treatments; the average estimate is about 10% in all three treatments. For deceptive lies subjects believed that 79% of low-talent sellers lied with pre-specified weak promises, which is close to the actual fraction of deceptive lies of 77% in that treatment. With pre-specified strong promises subjects believed that 70% lied, which is also relatively close to the actual fraction of 64% in that treatment. The difference in beliefs between the weak and strong promises treatments is significant at the 10% level consistent with hypothesis 1b. In the free-form communication subjects believed that 68% of low-talent sellers lied, which is substantially higher than the actual fraction of 40%. This fraction is significantly lower than the beliefs in the weak promises treatment, but does not differ significantly from the beliefs in the strong promises treatment. [insert Table 4 about here]

The beliefs about deceptive lies are strongly correlated with the propensity to lie for low-talent sellers. The Pearson correlation is 0.475, and the Spearman nonparametric correlation is 0.444. If the beliefs about deceptive lies are added to the regression equations in Table 3, they are also strongly significant with a positive sign. This pattern is consistent with

---

19 These results may be somewhat inflated by the incentive used to elicit beliefs. Subjects were paid SEK 50 if their beliefs were within five percentage units of the correct estimate. A subject who wants to maximize the chance of winning the incentive payment should therefore never reply less than 5%, even if she thinks that less than 5% actually lied (as that will lower the upper bound of the “payment interval”).
the aversion to lying being a function of the perceived fraction of other individuals who would
lie in the same situation. It is also consistent with the concept of guilt aversion of Charness
and Dufwenberg (2006), particularly that we do not want to let down other people’s
expectations. However, it is difficult to infer any causation from this result. Subjects may
simply form beliefs based on their own actions or rationalize their decision to lie by reporting
a high belief about the fraction of liars. This is referred to as the “false consensus effect” in
psychology (Ross et al. 1977).

Table 5 presents answers to several questions about deception in the questionnaire. A
majority of subjects seem to agree that white lies are positive, and a majority of subjects claim
that they would lie to help someone else even if it hurts them. About 80% of subjects disagree
with the statement “I could lie to get revenge even if it hurts me”, indicating that lies that hurt
both parties should not be all too common. When it comes to deceptive lies, 64% agree that
they are more inclined to lie, the more they stand to gain from it, and 82% also agree that they
are less inclined to lie the more the other person has to lose. The two latter results are
consistent with Gneezy’s (2005) findings. [insert Table 5 about here]

Nearly all subjects are less inclined to lie the greater is the risk of discovery. About 80%
of subjects believe that there are degrees of lying, and 88% agree that they are less inclined to
lie the greater the lie has to be in order to be believed. This is consistent with the hypothesis
that the aversion to lying increases with the size of the lie. A great majority, 90%, agree that
having given a promise makes it more difficult to lie, and an equal proportion agree that there
are degrees of promises. This is consistent with our hypothesis that promises increase the
aversion to lying and that different promises affect this aversion to different degrees.

Three questions are also concerned with the extent to which the subjects have lied in
different circumstances in real life. About a third of the participants say that they have lied at
least once in applications, and a somewhat higher fraction say that they have lied when selling
something. Less than 20% say that they have lied in their income tax returns. These results are consistent with the idea that individuals have an aversion to lying. However, as the questionnaire data did not involve any payoff consequences it should be interpreted cautiously.

3.2 Efficiency

The results concerning lies and deception in the experiment suggest that communication may improve efficiency, as many low-talent subjects refrain from lying. In Table 6 we report the efficiency results. Somewhat surprisingly the fraction of contracts is 30% in the no communication treatment. This is surprising as the expected profit from accepting a contract is negative for the buyer. Possibly some buyers find it more fun/exciting to accept the contract to see what happens in the experiment. Some contracts may also be due to buyer mistakes. As accepting the contract will maximize the payoff to the pair, it is also possible that some buyers want to maximize efficiency. Some experimental results suggest that such efficiency/altruism concerns may be important (Charness and Rabin 2002; Engelmann and Strobel 2004). [insert Table 6 about here]

With weak promises the fraction of contracts is 22%, and with strong promises the fraction of contracts is 30%. In the free-form communication the fraction of contracts is somewhat higher at 37%. This difference is significant compared to the weak promises treatment, but not compared to the other two treatments. The fraction of contracts that are successful is 25% without communication. This is close to the expected 30% rate (as 30% of sellers are above the cut-off). This fraction increases somewhat to 39% and 42% with weak and strong promises respectively, but this effect is not significant. With free-form

---

20 Note that as we investigate efficiency at the pairwise data level, individual characteristics such as gender and subject affiliation cannot be analyzed here.
communication the fraction of contracts that are successful is 55%, which is more than twice as high as without communication. This effect is significant at the 10% level.

Looking at the mean payoff to the pair combines the effect of communication on the fraction of contracts and the fraction of contracts that are successful. The lowest possible mean payoff to the pair is SEK 50 (as the buyer earns SEK 50 with no contract), and the highest possible mean payoff to the pair is SEK 80 (full efficiency). The payoff is lowest in the no communication treatment (SEK 57.5), and it is only marginally improved with pre-specified communication with weak promises. With strong promises the payoff increases somewhat to SEK 62.5, but this is not significantly higher than with weak promises or no communication. The payoff is highest in the free-form communication (SEK 70.5). This is significantly higher than with no communication or communication with weak promises, but not significantly higher than with strong promises. We therefore find support for the third hypothesis that communication improves efficiency. However, for the fourth hypothesis, that strong promises improve efficiency more than weak promises, we cannot reject the null hypothesis.

4. DISCUSSION

Even if people are not as adamantly opposed to lying as Kant (1785), they are not completely opportunistic either. When subjects are given a pecuniary incentive to lie about their test score in our experiment, between about 40% and 80% lie depending on the form the communication

21 The payoff to the pair can also be divided into the payoff to the seller and the payoff to the buyer. The mean seller payoffs are SEK 15.00 (NC), SEK 11.25 (P1), SEK 15.00 (P2), and SEK 18.59 (FC). The mean buyer payoffs are SEK 42.50 (NC), SEK 47.50 (P1), SEK 47.50 (P2), and SEK 51.92 (FC). It can thus be seen that the free-form communication treatment is Pareto improving in the sense of yielding higher average payoffs for both sellers and buyers than any of the other treatments.
takes. These figures are clearly below 100%, indicating that at least some subjects find it psychologically costly to lie. This result is in line with the recent work of Gneezy (2005).

Our results also suggest that the aversion to lying increases with the size of the lie. Subjects are more likely to lie when a small lie is sufficient to claim a score above the cut-off than when a large lie is necessary. It may be argued that the test will lead to selection-bias of participants with larger or smaller inclination to lie into certain score brackets (i.e. that there is a correlation between aptitude on this particular test and the tendency to lie). We are not aware of any studies testing if people with more general knowledge or a larger vocabulary are more or less prone to lie. Therefore we cannot rule out a selection problem, and our test of this hypothesis needs to be interpreted with some caution.

When it comes to the form of the communication, we find strong evidence that lying is less likely in free-form communication than in pre-specified communication. Consistent with this, free-form communication also had the strongest effect on efficiency. As most communication in real life is in free-form rather than in terms of restricted pre-fabricated messages, this result implies that using pre-fabricated messages in experiments will not capture the full effect of communication. The strong effect of free-form communication is also consistent with other work on promises in communication. Both Ellingsen and Johannesson (2004) and Charness and Dufwenberg (2006) found strong effects of promises when promises were part of free-form communication, whereas Holm and Danielson (2005) found no significant effects of pre-fabricated promises. One possibility is that the aversion to lying is higher in free-form communication when the lie is formulated by the individual herself, compared to a situation where the individual agrees to a pre-fabricated false message. It is also possible that being confronted with a pre-fabricated message is interpreted as an encouragement to lie.
Our evidence on the effect of the strength of promises on the aversion to lying is less strong than the effect of free-form communication. The results suggest that the aversion to lying increases with the strength of the promise, but for the overall sample this effect does not quite reach statistical significance. However, the effect is significant for the sample of students who are not from the Stockholm School of Economics (non-SSE students). The beliefs about deceptive lies also differed significantly between weak and strong promises. The hypothesis is also consistent with the messages sent in the free-form communication treatment. A total of four senders explicitly used the expressions “I promise” or “I swear,” and all four of these were truthful messages. Although we should be careful in drawing conclusions from such a small sample, it provides suggestive evidence that such expressions are not used readily when lying. Formulations similar to the one used by us in the strong promises treatment are also used in practice to induce truth telling. A large number of institutions make you promise upon “your honor and your conscience” that you are presenting the true state of affairs, for instance when submitting your tax returns, when testifying in court, or when applying for reimbursement from the state health insurance. If these statements did not increase commitment, they would be completely superfluous. We thus find some support for the idea that this might actually work.

Overall our results are much stronger among non-SSE students. These students lied less, which may be the principal explanation for the difference in results. If the propensity to lie is very high, it becomes more difficult to find significant differences. That the SSE students lie more often suggests that these students are closer to “homo economicus”. This is in line with the results of Carter and Irons (1991) who found that economics students are more selfish than other students due to a selection effect. However, other studies comparing student populations present mixed results (see the overview in Camerer 2003). For SSE students the propensity to lie also increased significantly between the first and the second turn; even though roles were
reversed with new partners and the outcome of each round was not revealed until after the completion of the second turn, thus leaving no scope for learning via feedback. The motivation for letting subjects swap roles (with new partners) was to double the number of observations. The follow-up questions indicate that some subjects seem to be convinced that they were cheated in the first round and, therefore, lie in the second round. This suggests that beliefs about the fraction of other subjects who lie in the same situation are important for the aversion to lying. It also cannot be ruled out that some SSE subjects tried to act strategically in the first round by not lying, even though nothing in the instructions hinted towards the possibility of reputation effects being important. On the contrary it was explicitly stated before the experiment started that there would only be two rounds of the experiment and that each subject would be randomly matched with another subject in each round.
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### TABLE 1. Descriptive statistics of the sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment:</th>
<th>Number of subjects</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Subject affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No communication (NC)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-specified communication (P1)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-specified communication (P2)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-form communication (FC)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Stockholm University and Royal Institute of Technology.*
Table 2. Experimental results: deception (individual level data).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment:</th>
<th>White lies</th>
<th></th>
<th>Deceptive lies</th>
<th></th>
<th>Total lies</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Number#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Number#</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-specified communication:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weak promises (P1)</td>
<td>2/24</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>43/56</td>
<td>76.79</td>
<td>45/80</td>
<td>56.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strong promises (P2)</td>
<td>1/24</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>36/56</td>
<td>64.29</td>
<td>37/80</td>
<td>46.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-form communication (FC)</td>
<td>0/23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>22/55</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>22/78</td>
<td>28.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value of difference:*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1 versus P2</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1 versus FC</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 versus FC</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A Pearson chi-square test is used.
# For “White lies” the “Number column” shows the number of high talent sellers that lied in relation to the number of high talent sellers. For “Deceptive lies” the “Number column” shows the number of low talent sellers that lied in relation to the number of low talent sellers. For “Total lies” the “Number column” shows the number of sellers that lied in relation to the total number of sellers.
Table 3. Results of logistic regression analysis on the probability of a deceptive lie. Subjects with a test score ≤ 70.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>All subjects</th>
<th>SSE subjects</th>
<th>Other subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>-1.033</td>
<td>-1.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Se</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Points on test</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Se</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>marginal effect</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment: P1*</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>1.656</td>
<td>1.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Se</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>marginal effect</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment: P2*</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>1.030</td>
<td>1.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Se</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>marginal effect</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn (1=seller in second turn)</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Se</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>marginal effect</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>-0.500</td>
<td>-0.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Se</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>marginal effect</td>
<td>-0.117</td>
<td>-0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSE subject</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>se</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β P1 = β P2</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Baseline category: free-form communication (FC)
Table 4. Beliefs about lies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment:</th>
<th>Beliefs about % white lies</th>
<th>Beliefs about % deceptive lies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>Mean (std)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-specified communication: weak promises (P1)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>12.56 (17.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-specified communication: strong promises (P2)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>11.88 (17.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-form communication (FC)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>13.18 (23.68)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value of difference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P1 versus P2</th>
<th></th>
<th>P1 versus FC</th>
<th></th>
<th>P2 versus FC</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td>0.575</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Questionnaire answers about deception.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly disagree (%)</th>
<th>Slightly disagree (%)</th>
<th>Slightly agree (%)</th>
<th>Strongly agree (%)</th>
<th>Σ (Agree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A white lie that makes someone else feel good is only positive.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I could lie to help someone else even if it hurts me.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I could lie to get revenge even if it hurts me.</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more inclined to lie, the more I have to gain from the lie.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am less inclined to lie, the more others have to lose from the lie.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am less inclined to lie, the greater the risk of discovery.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You either lie or you don’t, there are no degrees of lying.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am less inclined to lie, the greater the lie has to be for me to be believed.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I promise someone to tell the truth, that makes it very difficult for me to lie to that person.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are degrees of promises, some formulations contain a greater promise than others.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Never (%)</th>
<th>On singular occasion (%)</th>
<th>A few times (%)</th>
<th>Many times (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever lied in an application – in writing or in an interview - for example when applying for work, membership, school or scholarships?</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever lied when selling something?</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever consciously reported false information in your income-tax return?</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Experimental results: efficiency (pairwise data).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment:</th>
<th>Contracts</th>
<th>Successful contracts</th>
<th>Payoff to pair in SEK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No communication (NC)</td>
<td>12/40</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>3/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-specified communication: weak promises (P1)</td>
<td>18/80</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>7/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-specified communication: strong promises (P2)</td>
<td>24/80</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>10/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-form communication (FC)</td>
<td>29/78</td>
<td>37.18</td>
<td>16/29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value of difference:

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC versus P1</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC versus P2</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC versus FC</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1 versus P2</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1 versus FC</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 versus FC</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Experimental timeline.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No contract</th>
<th>Contract, A’s score &gt; 70</th>
<th>Contract, A’s score ≤ 70</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A’s payment</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B’s payment</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 2: Payment structure.*
Figure 3: Scatterplot of the relationship between the points on the test and the reported score in the communication. Horizontal and vertical lines at 70.5. Open circles represent observations with no contract and filled circles represent observations with a contract. Observations on the 45-degree line are sellers who reported their true score on the test. Sellers who chose to not send a message are shown on the horizontal line.
Figure 4: The fraction of low-talent sellers who lied in each decile of the test score distribution.
Figure 5: The estimated probability of lying as a function of the test score in each of the three communication treatments. Based on the logistic regression equation in Table 3 (equation 3).
Appendix

This is a translation of the instructions to the experiments, which were conducted in Swedish.

Introductory instructions

Hello and welcome.

You are about to participate in an economic experiment, in which you will take a test, make decisions in two stages and answer a few follow-up questions. The purpose of the experiment is to examine the decisions people make under certain conditions.

Your choices and your answers will only be used for scientific purposes. You have drawn a random identification number and we will not be able to link your person to your identification number, and thus not know which participant has made what specific choice.

The participants have been divided into two equally sized groups in two rooms which we call room 3 and 4. During the experiment, you will randomly be matched with participants in the other room, one person in round one and another in round two. You will not be informed with whom you have been matched, neither during nor after the experiment. After round two is completed, you will answer a few questions. When that is done, the experiment is over.

Depending on yours and others’ actions, you will receive between 0 and 200 kronor in addition to the 50 kronor you have already received. Everyone will receive a sealed envelope at the end of the experiment, containing potential payment. The payment to participants in room 3 is sorted into envelopes by the experimenter in room 4 and then distributed by the experimenter in room 3, who does not know their contents, and vice versa.

During the entire experiment, you will receive instructions telling you what to do. If something is unclear, please feel free to raise your hand and we will come round to answer questions individually. During all parts of the experiment, all participants will be informed both of the conditions that apply to themselves, as well as to the person they are matched with. You will thus know what instructions and choices the person you are matched with faces.

There may be moments where you will have to sit and wait, and we ask you to be patient.

You may not talk to each other during the experiment and we ask you not to discuss the experiment with others afterwards.

Kind regards,

Erik & Tobias

Test instructions:

You will now answer a number of different types of questions. The test is conducted within a time limit, and your result may come to affect the payment you get when the experiment is over. The test is not an iq-test and thus does not reflect such characteristics.

The test is performed under great pressure against the clock and consists of 55 questions of varying nature. You have 10 minutes to complete the test from the moment you start with the first question. This will give you about 10-12 seconds per question. You may skip questions but you can not go back to answer them later.

The test will be corrected and everybody will be given a score between 0 and 100. The score is not equal to the number of correct answers, but a standardization that depends on how many questions each individual in your group has answered correctly. The person with the most correct answers in the room gets the highest score, second to most gets the second to highest score and so on. If two participants have an equal number of correct points, the person who has answered the most questions gets the higher score. 10 % of the participants in each group get a score between 1 and 10, 10 % between 11 and 20, 10 % between 21 and 30 and so on up to 100 points. Exactly what score you get in each interval is decided randomly, but a person with more correct answers will always get a higher score than a person with less. The test is thus corrected separately for each room and the scores are uniformly distributed. Your score will not be revealed to any other participant.

Please do not start until we give the word

[The test]

Negotiation – introduction:

You have received […] points out of a possible 100.
You have now randomly been matched with a participant from the other room. You will be called [A/B] and the person with whom you have been matched [B/A]. You will not know with whom you were matched, neither now nor after the experiment.

You will now decide whether to enter into contract with each other or not. In order for the contract to hold, you must both accept. The payment will be the following:

You have role [A/B]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment Structure</th>
<th>Your Payment</th>
<th>B’s Payment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No contract:</td>
<td>0 kronor</td>
<td>50 kronor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract:</td>
<td>50 kronor</td>
<td>0 kronor if your score is 70 or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 kronor if your score is over 70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[or]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment Structure</th>
<th>Your Payment</th>
<th>A’s Payment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No contract:</td>
<td>50 kronor</td>
<td>0 kronor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract:</td>
<td>0 kronor if your score is 70 or less</td>
<td>50 kronor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 kronor if your score is over 70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To ensure that you understand the setup we would like you to answer a few hypothetical questions:

If [I/A] have 30 points and we both choose to accept the contract, I get ___ and [A/B] gets ___.

If [I/A] have 45 points and I choose not to accept the contract, I get ___ and [A/B] gets ___.

If [I/A] have 75 points and we both choose to accept the contract, I get ___ and [A/B] gets ___.

If [I/A] have 95 points and I choose not to accept the contract, I get ___ and [A/B] gets ___.

The information that follows is identical to A and B:

[NC] (Nothing)

[P1] A will now be given the opportunity to send a message to B, where A can fill in a statement regarding his or her score. A can fill in a number between 0 and 100. The statement reads “My score is X”, where A fills in a number for X. This is the only message A can send. If A chooses not to send any statement, B will receive the message “A has chosen not to send any message”. A and B will then independently decide whether or not to accept the contract after B has received the message.

[P2] A will now be given the opportunity to send a message to B, where A can fill in a statement regarding his or her score. A can fill in a number between 0 and 100. The statement reads “I solemnly promise that my score is X”, where A fills in a number for X. This is the only message A can send. If A chooses not to send any statement, B will receive the message “A has chosen not to send any message”. A and B will then independently decide whether or not to accept the contract after B has received the message.

[FC] A will now be given the opportunity to send a message to B. The message may not contain anything that reveals A’s identity. If A chooses not to send a message, B will receive: “A has chosen not to send any message”. A and B will then independently decide whether or not to accept the contract after B has received the message.

(for P1) Negotiation 1a:

You have role [A/B]

[payment structure]

In order for the contract to hold, both must accept.

A total of 30 % of the participants in [your/A’s] room have a score over 70.

[A] You may now, if you wish, send a message to B in which you fill in a statement about your score. This message will be communicated to B before s/he makes his or her decision.
Check the corresponding box to decide whether you want to enter into contract or not. If you choose to send a message enter the score below.

[checkbox] My score is ___
[checkbox] No message

[B] Message from A (wait till message is shown below).

**Negotiation 1b:**
Do you want to enter into contract?

[checkbox] Yes
[checkbox] No

**Negotiation 2:**
You will now be matched with a new person in the other room. You will be [Y/Z] and the person with whom you are randomly matched [Z/Y]. You will not find out each other’s identities in this round either.

[The rest of negotiation 2 is the same as above, but with the roles reversed.]

**Follow-up questions:**
We would like you to briefly explain the reasoning behind your decisions.

In stage one.

In stage two.

**Beliefs:**
We also want you to guess how honest the participants have been.

How many percent of those with less than 70 points do you think lied about their score? ___%  
What do you think all others have answered to the above question on average? ___%  
How many percent of those with more than 70 points do you think lied about their score? ___%  
What do you think all others have answered to the above question on average? ___%  

If you answer these four questions correctly within five percentage points, you will get an additional 50 kronor.

Of all those who participate in the experiment, how many do you think lie about their score conditional on their true score and what score (on average) do you think they claim that they have?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>True score</th>
<th>How big a fraction lies? (0-100 percent)</th>
<th>They claim (on average) that they have…(0-100 points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91-100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Questionnaire:**

[The questionnaire]